
ART. VII.—The system of cultivation and evidence of
enclosure in the Cumberland open fields in the 16th
century. By G. ELLIOTT, M.A.

Communicated at Carlisle, April iith, 1959

THEorth-west of England has long been regarded
as an area in which the farming tradition has been

moulded around the efforts of the individual.' Writers
have denied the existence of any extensive open fields
and have assumed that most of the land was cultivated
from ring-fence faims. Over the past few years I have
investigated this problem in Cumberland and although I
have found evidence of many ring-fence farms dating
back to the medieval period, particularly in the hill areas,
I have also found that the open fields played a more
important part in the evolution of the agricultural land-
scape than was previously believed. Working from local
records, I have been able to map and analyse the types
of open fields in the county and in this paper I propose
to show what they were like in the 16th century.

This date is chosen to portray the essential character-
istics of the Cumberland open fields because they reached
their greatest extent and the height of their importance
in the agricultural economy of the county in the 16th
century. After about i600 their area declined as enclosures
began to break up the open field system and replace it
by the hedged fields which make up the rural landscape
today. Before 1500 they were still growing in area, as
the waste was actively reclaimed in response to the stimuli
of an increasing rural population and an added demand
for human and stock food.

Although some of the medieval reclamation was carried
C. S. Orwin, The Open Fields of England (1954) 65, adopting the

conclusions of G. Slater and H. L. Gray, stated that Cumberland had .

"only a few scattered instances" of open fields.
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AND EVIDENCE OF ENCLOSURE^87

out by the individual and resulted in the creation of an
enclosed landscape throughout most of the lowland area,
that is on the coastal plain and in the main river valleys,
the reclamation of the waste was generally a communal
undertaking. Sporadic references in medieval grants and
charters reveal that the cultivated land in each village
was shared by several tenants, that these shares were
not enclosed but held in small unfenced strips and that
the strips were grouped into flatts, bovates, or furlongs.'
The names of many of these open field furlongs were
often significant pointers to the communal reclamation
which resulted in the extension of the open field areas.'
One of the most common of these names in Cumberland
was the "riving",  meaning to break up or reclaim the
waste. It appears as early as the 13th century in cartularies
and by the i6th century it had been incorporated into the
general open field nomenclature of the county and was
often used instead of the word flatt or furlong in estate
surveys.'

The advance of open field cultivation during the medie-
val period is summed up in fig. 1, which shows the
townships for which there is evidence of open field
cultivation in the i6th century. It has been drawn from
manuscript evidence contained in court rolls, estate sur-
veys, surveys of church land, and from open field
survivals as indicated by the survival of shared strips in
the late 19th century, and by significant field names.' It

Flatt is a word commonly used in medieval charters to signify a group
of open field strips and one of the earliest references to it occurs in the
Coucher Book of Furness Abbey ii, ed. by J. Brownbill, Chetham Society
Publications (1916) 527. Most surveys give the area of holding within the
Hatt in acres, and in this paper the customary acre has been converted
to Statute measure by multiplying by three.

3 The monks of Holm Cultram established new open field areas at Seaton
— W. G. Collingwood and F. Grainger, The Register and Records of
Holm Cultram (1929) 24.

A full account of these words and their derivation is given in "The
Place-Names of Cumberland" (English Place-Naives Society xx-xxii, 1950).
The words Hatt and riving were synonymous as is shown by a quotation
from the Mounsey Heysham papers, f. 16: "There is a Hiatt or ryvyng
called Rye Fflatt" .

5 A full account of the type and validity of this evidence is given in my
unpublished thesis Some Aspects of the Development of the Agricultural
Landscape in Cumberland ( 1956) 33-36.
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AND EVIDENCE OF ENCLOSURE^89

shows that out of a total of 288 townships in the county,
a minimum of 220 had open fields and they covered about
1 / 7th of the total area.

The significant gaps in their distribution occur in the
mountainous area of the Lake District and the mossland
and fell townships ranged along the border between
England and Scotland (fig. 2). In both these areas arable
farming was unimportant during the 16th century.
Extensive wastes covered the hilly tracts and mosslands
and were used as seasonal grazing grounds by migrant.
stock. They were the basis of a predominantly pastoral
economy, and arable farming was confined to parts of
the upland valleys and to shelves of drier ground in the
mosses.

In the border zone unsettled political conditions, com-
bined with the inhospitable terrain militated against the
creation of open field farming. The inhabitants were
grouped into patriarchal clans and lived as much by
raiding and petty theft as by pastoralism. They were
constantly involved in wars and the backward state of
agriculture is summarised by the high proportion of waste
to cultivated ground in the area. The poverty of the dis-
trict was the main theme of the surveyors who assessed
the land in 16o1 and one of their reports ends, "The
people that inhabit there are very poor and rude, having
much more ground than they can manage, not having
stock to store a third part thereof . . . and could never
keep their goods in safetie, nor scarcelie their own lives.""
The large areas of steep slopes, poor soils and peat bogs
within the mountain zone were as unattractive as the
Border zone to arable farmers. Here, moreover, the
climate was more extreme and less suited to the cultiva-
tion of crops. Examples of open field farming do, however,
occur in more favoured situations within this upland zone.
At Wasdale Head, situated on a delta at the head of Lake
Wastwater, there was an open field of 345 acres in 1567'

6 P.R.O., S.P., James I vol. 9 no. 97.
7 P,R.O., M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 f. 47.
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90^CUMBERLAND OPEN FIELD CULTIVATION

and there is reference to open field farming in the Vale
of Lorton at the same date.' But on the whole the refer-
ences to open field communities in the upland zone are
few, and estate surveys reveal that the area of open field
land was small in comparison to the areas of common
waste. The Wasdale common fields were surrounded by
6,000 acres of waste, and the open hill grazings above
Lorton covered 12,000 acres.

It was in the Lowland zone where most of the open
fields were found, but even here there were a number of
factors which limited the area of cultivation and affected
the system of open field husbandry. There were few exten-
sive areas of terrain suitable for arable farming. Dry,
fertile soils were confined to the glacial drumlins and
the pockets of lighter boulder clay in which the natural
subsoil drainage was good. Large areas of the coastal
plain and many of the river valleys were badly drained.
In parts the soil was a heavy blue clay which baked hard
in dry weather and was waterlogged in winter. Even on
relatively steep slopes this soil was difficult to cultivate.
It was often covered by peat which increased the soil
acidity and could only be cut for fuel. The very light
sands of the Penrith sandstone ridge and the Brampton
esker belt were equally infertile.' They were highly acidic
and were deeply eroded by the surface drainage. Because
they were light and hungry they needed careful manage-
ment, heavy manuring, and were of little use for arable
cultivation until the introduction of the sheep /turnip
husbandry in the late 18th century. Climatically the
county was more suited to the cultivation of oats than
wheat, and grassland management was easier than arable
cultivation. As one writer put it, the county was "grass
proud". The natural sward was of reasonable quality

e P.R.O., M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 f. 33.
The Penrith sandstone ridge runs north from the Eamont parallel to

the main Carlisle road. An esker is a ridge of sandy fluvio-glacial material.
See E. Hollingworth, The Geology of the Brampton District (1932) 274.
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AND EVIDENCE OF ENCLOSURE^91

and if not overgrazed the land could provide sufficient
summer grazing for stock.

Thus, even in the open field part of the county,
pastoralism based on extensive common wastes was the
mainstay of the agricultural economy. Crop rotations were
designed to give the maximum amount of grazing over
a period of years and, during the winter months, one of
the most important functions of the open fields in Cumber-
land was to provide some grazing on the stubble of the
previous season's crops. From March to September, stock
were grazed on the common waste. Many had to be killed
in the autumn and the rest were housed for part of the
time and fed on meadow hay. The activities of the farmers
in the open field townships were thus tuned to the seasonal
migration of the stock from the common waste to the
open fields in the autumn. Fences which had been erected
and supervised by the village "frithmen" to protect the
crops were removed when the last sheaf of corn had been
gathered. A meeting was held and each tenant was allotted
his grazing right or stint. This enabled him to pasture
stock on the stubble until the following March when the
land was ploughed again, after benefiting from the
manuring it had received during the winter.

All types of stock were permitted to graze the stubble,
and in the light land areas sheep were highly valued for
they helped to consolidate the soil and thus decrease the
danger of wind erosion. 10 In some townships, however,
stock were to be found all the year round in the open
fields. During the summer months cattle were grazed on
the wide grass strips, locally called balks or reans, which
formed entrance ways and boundaries. They had to be
tethered to prevent trespass on to the growing crops, and
in the evenings the young stock were driven on to the

'° This evidence contradicts G. Slater's assertion that enclosure was
facilitated by the absence of grazing rights in the open fields — The
English Peasantry and the Enclosure of the Common Fields (1907) 258.
There are numerous MS. references to the practice of grazing stock on
the stubble after harvest in the Cou rt Rolls of Seaton 1703, Workington
1709, Uldale 1518, Crosby 1518, Aspatria 1518, Wigton 1518.
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common, while the milch cattle were impounded in
closes."

The system of stinting was closely regulated by the
manor courts, and each tenant holding acres in the fields
was allowed to graze stock there in proportion to the area
of land held. These grazing rights were measured in beast
gates, grasses or stints. For example, in Aspatria there
were 24o acres • in the open fields and 202 beast gates.'

Only a relatively small proportion of the open field in
each village was under the plough in any one year. Each
field was split into two main divisions — the infield
and the outfield. The infield was cropped every year and
was heavily manured. 13 Animal manure was mostly used
although exhausted soils were often renewed by a
recuperative legume crop, such as peas and beans, and
in some coastal townships by seaweed. For this purpose
the tenants of Drigg 14 on the Esk estuary and of St. Bees"
to the North, were given shares of the seaweed, locally
called "tangle dales" . The only manure which the outfield
received was from the grazing cattle. Consequently the
period of arable cultivation in the outfield was limited
by the inherent fertility of the local soils. On relatively
good land there was a period of five years' cropping
followed by five years' fallow. On the poorer soils this
arable period lasted only three years, followed by nine
years' rest. In most townships the outfield was divided
up into a variable number of "rivings" which were gener-
ally the ploughing units, and the plough was moved

E. H. Sugden, History of Arlecdon and Frizington (1924) 8. Here there
is a close resemblance to Norwegian practices described by R. Frimannslund,
"Farm and Neighbourhood Communities" in Scandinavian Economic
History Review 78-i9. There the unploughed grass strips were called
"rein er''

12 P.R.O. M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 f. 12. The importance of the grazing
rights is revealed at Dean where arable holdings were subordinated to stints,
e.g. "In the outfield — 12 grasses or stints with arable ground proportion-
able." Dean Papers 1753.

This system can be compared to a similar one in Ireland — W.
McCourt, "Infield and Outfield in Ireland" in Economical History Review
( 1955) 369; and Scotland — G. Buchan Hepburn, General View of the
Agriculture in East Lothian (1794) 49.

14 W. S. Sykes papers, The Courts, Carlisle.
l' Mounsey Heysham papers, The Courts, Carlisle.
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around each in turn. For example, in Holm Cultram
there were four rivings of 171 acres and each was cropped
for three years and lay waste for nines" The three rivings
not under crops in any one year formed part of the com-
mon waste. Not every tenant had a share in each riving,
and this peculiar tenemental feature would lead to some
problems of corn supply to the many farmers who did
not have a share in every riving. Oats were the most
common crop, but on light soils they were often alternated
with barley, and in every township small patches of
rough, unploughed ground within the open fields were
cut for hay.

This general picture of the open fields in the county
was complicated by the variety of tenurial and social
structures with which they were associated. In some town-
ships free tenants, tenants at will and copyhold tenants
held intermixed shares in the open fields; in others there
were significant variations of tenurial arrangements, prob-
ably dating back to the settlement of the land in the
Middle Ages. In some townships the open fields were
extensive, closes were few and the farms were grouped
in large villages. In others the farmsteads were dispersed
or gathered into small hamlets, and the open fields were
lost in great belts of land enclosed during the medieval
period.

In the following analysis three main types are con-
sidered :

(z) Nucleated Settlements and Open Fields. This
was the most common type of open field arrangement in
the county. It was generally associated with the areas
where Anglo-Saxon influence was most marked, and the
settlements were usually street villages, often found on
the dry drumlins' sites on the coastal plain and typified
by Aspatria. The latter was a large settlement situated

6 Ibid., f. 522.
" A drumlin is a whale-backed mound of clay often a quarter of a mile

in length and 15o ft. high. They are common features of the Carlisle and
coastal plains (see fig. i).
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on a boulder clay shelf above the valley of the Ellen. By
1567 the open fields •covered an area of 965 acres, of
which 640 acres lay in the outfield. 18 _This outfield was
split up into eight rivings, each with its distinctive name,
and the arable land was protected from the stock on the
waste by a large boundary wall which was referred to as
the "acrewall". It was built of banked earth and was
sometimes ploughed for crops and grazed by the stock.

The tenants' holdings were small, averaging 22 acres,
and the centre of the stock-farming in the township was
the large common waste. The outfields were an important
but subsidiary source of grazing land for the township's
stock. Each of the 32 tenants had a share of the 202 stints
in the outfield, and 87 acres of the infield were mown
for hay during the summer. Six tenants did not hold any
arable land in the outfield but had grazing rights there.
The landscape in this district must have been very similar
to that of many parts of open field England. Enclosures
were few and were confined to the small closes behind
each farmstead.

In Mockerkin, a township of similar type, the propor-
tion of infield to outfield was smaller than in Aspatria
and here the tenants had enclosed a further 432 acres of
pasture which was divided among them for grazing pur-
poses. 19 In Hayton the open fields were very large, but
here the 1,108 acres were shared by the four daughter
settlements of Heads Nook, Fenton, Faugh and How. 20

The presence of these subsidiary settlements complicated
the tenurial pattern in the open fields, increased the
number of tenants sharing the land and created a more
fragmented type of open field landscape. The bare sweep
of unhedged strips was broken by the hedged closes
around the settlements, and the dispersion of dwellings

"8 P.R.O., M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 f. 12. This reconstruction of Aspatria
in 1537 is based on material contained there.

P.R.O., M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 f. 35.
"° T. H. B. Graham, "Barony of Gilsland. Lord W. Howard's Survey

taken in 1603" ( 1 934) • Photostat copies of the contemporary map which
accompanies this survey are housed in the Jackson Library, Tullie House,
Carlisle.
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reduced the length of journey to work for the tenant
farmers. This was an important advantage in open field
country where rights of way were terminated by the
seasonal erection of fences, where the unmetalled farm-
tracks became virtually impassable in winter, and where
the cumbersome ox ploughs were still extensively used.

(2) Small Hamlets and Open Fields. In some
townships arable farming in the i6th century was even
more subordinated to pastoralism than in the lowland
townships of the coastal plain . and the river valleys. In
these areas the type settlement was the hamlet and the
open fields were very small. Westward was a large parish
situated on the northern fringe of the Lake District. The
glacial soils were mainly heavy, wet clays which gradually
lightened to a workable red loam in the north of the parish.
Throughout the medieval period the economy was mainly
pastoral, and from 1528 to 154o the lord of the manor
still derived large rents from the pasture. 21 Herds were
sent to the area from surrounding townships during the
summer months. They were in the care of herdsmen who
lived in small huts or scales. The attempts of arable
farmers to enclose parts of the waste were closely super-
vised, and every effort was made to preserve the rights
of the graziers. In spite of these attempts, several of the
scales had become permanently settled by the 16th
century and a contemporary survey furnishes some detail
of the farming. 22 This revealed that much of the medieval
colonisation had been piecemeal and fragmentary. The
traces of communal reclamation were almost lost in the
great number of enclosures. This is summarised in Table
1, where, for example, the 632 acres of open field strips
at Stoneraise were surrounded and intersected by 4151
acres of enclosed land. Of the 22 hamlets in the parish
only nine had open fields at this date. Many appear only
as relatively small closes shared by five or six tenants,

Court Rolls cited in n. 13.
22 P.R.O., M.B. (Exch. K.R.) vol. 37 ff. 75-77.
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TABLE I.

THE PROPORTION OF OPEN FIELD TO ENCLOSED LAND
IN NINE HAMLETS (WESTWARD PARISH).

^Number of Farms^Total Area^Area in Open Field
Stoneraise^io^4154- acres^63-- acres
Rossley^14^366^IT^265-i^„
Old Carlisle^7^297^IT^ 117^„
Brocklebank^11^366^„^174^>>
Rosthwaite^5^288^„^93
Cannonby Rigg^i^135

^

Tynethwaite Rigg 7^66^IT

Howrigg^17^234^>>
Hazelrigg and

Longwath^8^234

and there was no indication of any open fields on the same
scale as those of Aspatria or Hayton. There was, how-
ever, the traditional division between infield and outfield,
and although the size of the open fields varied they seemed
to have been cultivated on the same pattern as those of
the lowland townships.

(3) Cistercians Open Fields. The former Cistercian
parish of Holm Cultram was unique in its open field
arrangements, and within the parish there were three dis-
tinct types of open fields.

(a) In the south of the parish there was a large open
field which had been reclaimed from the waste, probably
during the late medieval period, and was known as the
Rivings of the Hards of Holm. 23 It lay on a shelf of dry
land composed mainly of boulder clay and glacial gravels
above the peat mosses which fringed the southern border
of the parish -- hence the name Hards. The earliest refer-
ences to it occur in a 1538 survey, but the tenurial
arrangements which allowed some land for the abbot's
officers suggests that it ante-dates the dissolution of the
monastery. Covering an area of 687 acres, the open fields
were split up into four equal parts or rivings, called

'3 This reconstruction is based on P.R.O., M.B. (Aug. Off.) vol. 39 f. 76.
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respectively Rosecross, Gill, High Flatt and Whinrigg
rivings.

Nine hamlets had shares in the land but not one of
these settlements lay within the open fields, and one of
them, Gale, lay two ,miles away. The shares of each
hamlet were unequal and are shown in Table 2. The

TABLE II.

DISTRIBUTION OF HOLDINGS IN THE HARDS OF HOLM
(HOLM CULTRAM).

Rosecross
Riving.

Gill
Riving.

High Flatt Whin Rigg
Riving.^Riving.

Pellatoe 27 acres 39 acres 39 acres 39 acres
Tarns 24^,, 15^,, 15^,, 15^„
Southerfield 3o^„ 45^,, 42^,, 39^„
Cowper 15^„ 21^II „ i8^„

Aldoth 6^„ 15^„ 15^„ 12^„

High Leys 12^„ 27^„ 24^„ 21^„

Gale 9^„ 9^„ 9^,, 9
Old Mawbrey 27 — 9^,, 9
New Mawbrey 21 - 9

1 7 1^„ 171^„ 171^„ 171^„

tenants at will held the most land but not every tenant
at will in these hamlets held open field shares, for only
three of the ten farms in Aldeth had acres in the Hards.
Various copyhold tenants had 19 acres in each riving
and the "abbot's officers" held two acres. Most tenants
held closes or shares of infield land near their tenements
besides these shares in the rivings. Thus the farmers of
Southerfield had 54- acres in closes around the farms and
II parcels of common meadow, together with 156 acres
in the rivings. These open field shares were valuable both
as sources of grazing and as part of each tenant's arable
land, for they were cultivated on the long ley system.
This is described in detail by a contemporary document,
which states that every riving had to be cultivated for
three years and "then to lie as pasture and common for

H
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nine years, together after the said three years tillage of
the first riving then the tenants break up or rive another
division and tilleth the same . . . so that one of the four
divisions is continually under tillage and the rest lieth
as common and pasture. 4

Once the protective fences had been removed from a
riving after a period of cultivation, it became part of the
common pasture which was stinted. Each tenant was
allowed to put a number of stock on the common in
proportion to the area of his arable holding, and the ten-
ants of Southerfield grazed 174 oxen and cows, 35 horses
and 14 sheep in lieu of their 156 acres.

(b) Colt Park was originally the enclosure used by the
Cistercian monks as a pasture for their young horses. It
lay in the northern part of the parish on a low terrace
of warp clays and was protected from sea and river floods
by a dyke. On the decay of the monastery it was taken
over by a number of tenants at will and copyhold tenants
from the hamlets shown in Table 3. They ploughed it

TABLE III.
HAMLETS WITH SHARES IN COLT PARK (HOLM CULTRAM).

Calvo^Seaville^Brownrigg
Mireside^Abbey Cowper^Swinsty
Foulskye^Hayrigg^Dryholm
Blackdyke^Blitterlees

up and shared out the 15o acres in open field strips. As
in the Hards of Holm, the hamlets were situated at long
distances from the fields, and much valuable time and
effort must have been lost in the long journey to work
by the farmers. The field was sown with corn for three
years at a time and then allowed to revert to stinted
pasture for six years. During the grazing period the ex-
hausted soil was fertilised by the stock and no rent was
paid for this privilege. Unlike the Hards of Holme the
Colt Park was not divided up into rivings but was treated

24 Mounsey Heysham papers.
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as one large field when under crops, during which years
the tenants paid 1 / = per acre rent.'

(c) One of the main features of the farming by the
Cistercian monks was their establishment of farms or
granges within a day's journey of the Monastery. There
were nine of these in Holm Cultram, seven dating back
to the 12th century. During the medieval period they
were the centres of the sheep-farming, for which this
monastery was famous. The flocks were pastured on the
marshlands which border the Solway Firth, and there
are numerous references in the Abbey's records to
the woollen trade. The trade, however, declined in the
late 15th century and the monks began to place more
emphasis on arable farming. The decline of stock-
farming in this area was quickened by the continual and .

devastating raids by the clans living on the Scottish
border. Throughout the period they took a great toll on
human life, and livestock were captured and driven off
in hundreds. Not even the erection of protective castles
or peels in which the stock were housed during times of
trouble could reduce the losses. In the end the abbot was
forced to bring in labourers under special conditions of
service. In place of the usual agricultural tasks, they
had to protect the monastery against the insurgents, for
which purpose they had to keep horse and armour. In
return they were settled on the granges and formed a
nucleus of rural soldiers, farming the granges in peace-
time and fighting the enemy in times of war. They lived
in small hamlets attached to the granges, and a survey
of the abbey lands made in 1537 reveals that by that time
many of them had formed small open field communities."
At Wolsty Cowlyer there were 174 acres held in common
field strips, at Silloth 546, at Raby 2 59.

At the time of the Dissolution, these granges passed
into the ownership of the King. They were then rented,

_ S Ibid., f. 349-_fi P.R.O., M.B. (Aug. Off.)^39 f. 76.
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leased or sold. Silloth Grange was rented by 13 copyhold
tenants, and this change of ownership was marked by
significant changes in the agricultural economy. The de-
sire to recoup expended capital was a stimulus to the
new owners, and the late 16th century is marked by an
increase in the cultivated area on the granges. In 1538,
Silloth Grange open fields measured 546 acres, split into
12 rivings. In the same year it was bought by Robert
Wheatley, "who placed tenants upon it and they built
houses to the number of 20. " 27 By 1649 the area of the
open fields had increased by 435 acres. Not only had the
original rivings increased in area but 18 new rivings
ranging from 3 to 6o acres had been reclaimed. This
picture of an expanding open field economy is repeated
in the other granges of the parish, and a total of 26o new
open field acres is recorded between 1538 and 1637 in
Calvo and Wolsty.

Common Field Enclosure. The evidence from Holm
Cultram reveals that the open fields were still a dynamic
factor in the agricultural economy of Cumberland in the
16th century, and evidence from other townships amplifies
this conclusion. The evidence is of two types. The posi tive
evidence is similar to that discussed and shows that,
particularly in the lowland zone, most 16th-century
reclamation was still a communal rather than an
individual undertaking. The negative evidence indicates
that the break up of the open field system in the county
by enclosure was being actively opposed and had not yet
seriously affected the old system.

A typical indication of open field expansion is referred
to at Great Salkeld, and runs : "There is within the said
Manor a parcel of ground late a wood which they call
the New Field containing by estimation 4o acres for which
they pay no rent but have of late yearly improved the
same at their own hand." 28 From the extant evidence,

27 Mounsey Heysham papers.
28 Survey of Inglewood Forest, 1619, The Courts, Carlisle.
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1,70o acres were added to the open fields in this century
and it is probable that many communal improvements
went unrecorded. Most of the negative evidence is to be
found in the manorial court rolls. Two references in the
Holm Cultram cartulary indicate that the Cistercian
monks carried out a policy of consolidating and enclosing
the lands which benefactors left to them. 29 But their
example does not appear to have been followed, for
most of the i6th century surveys of agricultural land
reveal that it was still held in unenclosed strips. The
court rolls record the active opposition by the tenants in
their struggle against the enclosure movement. One of
the most common offences recorded in the rolls was the
retention of protective fences around crops after the
harvest. This, of course, interfered with the free exer-
cise of the other tenants' grazing rights, and because in
1518 the Vicar of Aspatria kept "a close called West Flatt
in severality in the open season" he was fined 6 / 8d. by
the Manor Court. 30

The tenants at Woodside 31 were reminded by the court
that they must remove all fences during the grazing
season, and in Uldale 32 the farmers threw down enclosures
"with force of arms" . Such opposition to enclosure was
to be expected in a pastoral economy which relied so much
on the winter grazing rights in the open fields. In many
townships the commons were overgrazed in summer and
were not fit to support stock in winter. The supply of hay
was generally small and there were no winter fodder crops
such as turnips available at this period. Thus the right
to "graze stock over the stubble was too valuable to be
relinquished, particularly by the small farms which had
minute holdings and relied mainly on the grazing rights
to sustain their stock. This negative evidence is substan-
tiated by the absence of any serious social disturbances

2° W. G. Collingwood and F. Grainger, op. cit., 24.
Aspatria Court Rolls, 1518.

31 Wigton Court Rolls, 1518.
32 Iridale Court Rolls, 1518
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against open field enclosures. Ten thousand farmers
marched on the city of Carlisle in 1536. Although it is
recorded that they threw down enclosures, Wilson points
out that the insurrection was caused largely by the onerous
feudal dues and increased rents, which the landlords and
church were demanding. 33 In 1569 the farmers who had
grazing rights in Westward threw down many enclosures
which had been erected by cottagers because they inter-
fered with the free movement of grazing stock. But these
enclosures were not part of any planned extension of open
field cultivation. They were rather the efforts of a number
of individuals desiring to establish themselves as "ring-
fence" farmers. 34

The 1517 Commission on Enclosures does not mention
Cumberland, and the presumption is that the enclosures
were not sufficiently important to be recorded." Camden,
who noted the growing area of enclosed land in the Mid-
land counties, does not mention any enclosures, and none
of the contemporary pamphlets on enclosure refer to
Cumberland. 3 ó This was only to be expected. Many of
the 16th-century enclosures in the Midlands were assoc-
iated with the prosperity of sheep-farming and the con-
version of open field arable to enclosed sheep pasture. In
Cumberland the farming tradition was already a pastoral
one in which the relatively small open fields were
integrated into the system of stock husbandry based
primarily on the large common wastes. If extra enclosed
pasturage for sheep was needed in Cumberland, small
enclosures were made on the edge of the waste. It is
unlikely that much enclosure of this type occurred in the
16th century for, particularly in the last few decades,
there was a decline of sheep-farming in Cumberland
which was serious enough to inspire a petition to Parlia-

33 J. Wilson, The Monasteries of Cumberland and Westmorland before
Dissolution (1899) 13.

34 State Papers (Domestic) Addenda 1566-1579, 82.
35 W. Tate, "A Handlist of English Enclosure Acts and Awards", CW2

xliii 175-198.
36 Camden, Brittania, ed. Gibson (Ist ed.) (1695) 822.
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ment. 3 7 Moreover, the Dissolution of the monasteries
which quickened the conversion of arable to sheep-
farming in many areas had the opposite effect in Holm
Cultram.

There was also an absence in Cumberland of a wealthy
yeoman farmer class comparable to the one which bought
up a considerable area of land in the Midlands in the
16th century and greatly facilitated the subsequent.
enclosures. Most Cumbrian farmers were impoverished. 3 &
Capital was scarce and many large estates belonged to
absentee landlords who had little direct interest in the
land. Consequently there was no real stimulus to enclose
from either landlord or tenant. In fact it was not until
the 18th century that the gradual infiltration of new
agricultural techniques and crops began to cause changes
which resulted in the extensive enclosure of open field
land.

This brief survey reveals that Cumberland had a dis-
tinctive and well developed open field system. Although
the total and proportionate areas in common field cultiva-
tion were small, these fields were still an important and
dynamic element in the agricultural economy. On to the
repetitive seasonal changes was superimposed a more
lasting imprint of change associated with the reclamation
of new open field acres and their integration into the
economy. They reflected a dynamic agricultural system
which even very unsettled social conditions and a harsh
environment could not contain. This change in time was
balanced by significant regional variations in the distribu-
tional pattern of open fields and in their related tenurial
and settlement forms. In this respect the county must be

37 British Museum. Add. MSS. 34324.
38 The "statesmen", a type of Yeoman farmer, were numerous in Cumber-

land even in the late r9th century. There were generally impecunious, deeply
in debt and mostly inefficient -- Royal Commission on Agriculture, 1895.
Report on Cumberland. W. Fox 1o.
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viewed not as a uniform whole but as a complex of vary-
ing pattern closely related to the physical divisions
within the county and reflecting contrasting development
histories. The only unifying feature was the persistence of
the open fields throughout the 16th century, which is in
marked contrast to other counties in Highland Britain,
for example Cornwall" and Lancashire, 4° and which is
a problem which deserves more thorough investigation.

" W. G. Hoskins and H. P. R. Finberg, Devonshire Studies (1952) 289.
" "A Handlist of Lancashire Enclosure Acts and Awards, Record Publica-

tions i.
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